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1. INTROTlUCT10N

1.1 Purpose and Objectives of Study

During the summer of 1974, the Global Atmospheric Research Program

{GARP) sponsored an intensive investigation of the tropical zone extend-

-,

	

	 ink trim Africa across the Atlantic Ocean to South and Central America.

This experiment, known as the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE),

was designed to collect detailed meteorological and oceanographic data 	 ^..

which would permit a bettex understanding of tropical meteorology and

the role of the tropics in the general circulation of the earth's atma-

sphere. As part of this program, microwave and radar measurements were

made of precipitation, a parameter of great importance as an indicator

of the amount and distribution of latent heat release, the upward mass

flux and the spatial organization of cgnvection.

The derivation of rainfall rates from radiometric measurements

requires a thorough understanding of the interaction of precipitation-

size drops and centimeter wavelength radiation. In the case of active

sensors, such as radars, this relationship is reasonably well-defined by

a number of empirically derived equations relating xeflectivity to rain

rate. Relationships have also been derived for passive microwave radio-
!

meters using both theoretical and empirical approaches, but discrepancies

between simulated and observed values have indicated the necessity for

further research.

This report presents the results of a program which analyzed the 	 '

xadiometric data collected during GATE to study empirically the rela-

,	 tionship between microwave measurements and rain rate in the tropics and

to determine the chaxacteristics of tropical precipitation. In this 	 "`^

study, the 19.35 GHz (1.55 cm) micra^ti^ave measurements made by a scanning

radiometer (lawn on the NASA Convair 990 [CV-990} aircraft were compaxed

with the rain rates indicated by a shipborne G-band (5.3 cm) radar

mounted on the OCEANOGRAPHER to determine the effects of rain rate,

sensor field of view and other parameters on fatal brightness tempera--

tuxe. The derived brightness temperature--rain xate relationship was

shown to agree well with that predicated by microwave theory, and to be

applicable to satellite me-^surements when inferring spatially averaged

rainfall.

1
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The relationship between microwave measurements and precipitation

was then used with the GATE aircraft data to study the horizontal struc-

tuts of precipitating systems. Two cases were studied; in the first a

cloud mass consisting of two independent cumularxmbi achieved a steady-

state system with heavy rainfall.; in the second case there was a^i appar-

ent merger among three clouds which proceeded to develop explosively and

then to dissipate rapidly. Section 2 discusses the derivation of the

microwave-precipitation relationship; Section 3 presents the case anal-

yses of GATE data; Section 4 summarizes the implications for satellite

rainfall mapping; and Section 5 includes the conclusions and recommenda-

tions.

1.2 Background

The determination of the effects of precipitation upon microwave

radiation has been the sub3ect of a number of theareticai studies and

empirical analyses since precipitation--size drops are the primary

contributors to nonresonant opacity in the microwave region. Raindrops

contrii^ute strongly to absorption and scattering of microwave radiation,

and thus it is natural to suppose that information about precipitation

may be inferred directly from microwave measurements. Furthermore,

since rain rate at the earth's surface is the standard synUptic param-

stet used to identify and measure precipitation, it is desirable to 	 j

derive direct relationships between brightness temperature [T B} and
i

rain rate.

One approacY t^ the derivation of such relationships has been to

simulate the effect of precipitation-size droplets on microwave radia-

tion through the use of Mie scattering theory and the equation of radia-

five transfer. This approach, requiring the iterative solution of

computationally complex scattering functions and interaction models, was

used by l4iiheit et a1 {1975) with .a uniform rain cloud extending from

the melting level of the atmosphere to the ocean's surface and charac-

terized by Marshall--Palmer drop-size distribution {Marshall and Palmer,

1948). Their findings, shown in Figure 1-1 for the 4 km melting level

and the frequency a^ 19.35 GHz, showed that rain less than 1 mm hx -1 has

little effect on the total emission and. that rain rates greater than 	 ^

20 mm hr-1 saturate the emission values. Between these limits, the

2
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sharp increase in brightness temperature with rain rate permits reliable

discrimination of rainfall amounts using microwave measurements.

The effect of scattering by raindrops is also evident in Figure 1-1

by comparison of the cu;:ves labeled "{9ilheit/Absorption" and "{iiilheit/

Extinction", the latter curve representing absorption plus scattering

effects. Scattering due primarily to millimeter-size drops tends to

decrease the fatal emission such that the measured values remain colder

^^ than the temperature of the top of the rain layer, 273°K. On the other

hand, without scattering, that is, without a number of Iaxge drops, the

measurements become asymptotic to the physical temperature of the rain--

_

	

	 drops. One implication of this effect is that a rain rate which is

characterized by a drop-size distribution of mostly small drops should

appear warmer than that which is characterized by a distribution of

large drops which leads to significant amounts of scattering.

{king an approximation to both the scattering function and the

equation of radiative transfer, Fowler et a1 [1976) performed similar

calculations an - the cloud model used by i4ilheit and the results are

given by the curves labeled "ERT" in Figure 1-^.. These curves show the

same qualitative relationships as those found by { yilheit et a1 (1975)

while differing slightly in quantitative value, since even at very high

rain rates the ERT model showed same contribution to emission from

layers below melting level. Their study also investigated types of drop-

size distributions, vertical cloud structures and atmos;^heric tempexa-

ture structures representative of the natural variability in global

weather. Variations in the atmospheric temperature structure were shown

to have the largest effect on the relationship betEVeen brightness tem-

perature and rain rate, eliminating the possibility of a universally

applicable algorithm. This agreed with the analysis of the effects of

changes in height of the melting level given by {Vilheit et al (1975).

1}uring the GATE experiment, variation in atmospheric structure - were of

minimal impaxtartce, since all data r yas collected in the tropics under.

relatively uniform atmospheric conditions. It should be noted, however,

that.. the analysis presented below is thus probably applicable only to

the tropics.

Changes in cloud structure (e.g., variations in rain rate and drop

size with height.also caused. s^.gnificant`(10° to 20°K) changes in the

4
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brightness temperature associated with a given surface rainfall rate.

Nevertheless, because of the sharp response of TE to rainfall rate

changes, the rain rate over a fairly large range could be inferred from

the differing cloud T5's with an error as small as 2 mm hr-1. 	 Even

less error was caused by variations in the drop-size distributions of

the surface rainfall layer, since both the amount of microwave emission

and the measured rain rate are highly correlated with the number of

large drops present.

Experimental measurements of brightness temperature versus rain

rate have supported the theoretically predicted relationships.

Figure 1-2 (Wilheit et al, 1975) shows that the ground-based data agrees

very well with theoretical computations, although slightly higher values

are indicated in theory for high rain rates. Compared ^v^th the theo-

retical models, satellite measurements representing a very large field

.:

	

	 of view differ mare, although generall3^ a1lo^ving inference of rain rates

within 2 mm hr
-1 

accuracy. However, other work such as that done by

Sabatini et al (1975), comparing satellite microwave and radar measure-

ments, has indicated substantially different rain rate relationships

with maximum brightness temperatures of 220°K. Most of the differences

can probably be attributed to areal averaging across the beam and to

partially filled fields of view,. but further research. is needed to

resolve completely the discrepancies.

One of the goals of this study was to use data collected during the

GATE experiment to investigate further the relationships discussed above

and the questions that have been raised by various authors. During this

experiment, the aircraft ESMR radiometer operating at a frequency of

-

	

	 19.35 GHz taas carried by NASA's CV-990 aircraft to provide high resolu-

tion maps of rain cells in an area also mapped at varying altitudes by a

horizontally scanning shipborne radar. Microwave measurements from the

satellite--borne ESMR radiometer, operating at 19.35 GHz, were also

available fox the same region. It cvas hoped that thxaugh the use of

these radiometric data sets, the effects of rain-upon microwave measure-

meats could . be empirically determined. As discussed bplaw, this goal

vas met, though _with somewhat limited success due to lack of resolution

in the radar data.

-	 5
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Z. THE EXPERI'^ENT AND ANALYSTS APPROACH

2.i The Radiometric Sensors and Related Data Sources

?.1.1 The Scanning Microwave Radiometer

The Electrically Scanning i^9icrowave Radiometer (ESA4R) flown on

NASA's CV-930 was a passive radiometer operating at a frequency of

19.3.5 G1lz {1.55 cm wavelength} with horizontal polarization and a

2.85° x 2.85° beam width. As the aircraft flew along a flight path, the

radiometer scanned from 50° to the left a^ nadir, to nadir, then to 50°

to the right of nadir in 39 steps, every two seconds. At the end of each

scan the instrument viewed alternately either a warm (320°K} or a cold

{77°K) load for calibration purposes. At the normal experimental alti-

tudes of 9 to 12 km, this meant that an area approximately l$ to 28 km

vide along the flight path was sampled every two seconds with enough

data resolution to identify individual precipitation cells. An asciilo-

scope displaying the uncaiibratPd signal permitted real--time qualitative

assessment of precipitation intensity and its changes with time and

space, while a magnetic tape recorder saved all data for post--flight

analysis.

Post-experiment data processing converted the measured emissions to

microwave brightness temperature maps and to color-coded brightness tem-

perature ranbp maps. In the processing, the brightness temperatures

were corrected for scan angle effects (incx •eased path length through the

atmosphere) so that the brightness temperatures were adjusted to the

equivalent nadir value and could be coirnared horizontally. In this

study the color-coded brightness maps were used.,as a guide to identify

precipitation areas encountered during the experiment. The detailed

analysis was based upon the actual brightness temperature measured at

each scan spot and given in digital maps. To supplement.these measure-

ments, the in-flight qualitative precipitation analyses were used in

conjunction with the meteorological observe

with the ESMR syste^ and by the a^ficial ai

7
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2.1.2 The Radar System

The radar observations of clouds and precipitation discussed in

this report were made from the OCEANOGRAPHER, the ship located at the

southeastern point of the C-scale area {see Figure 2-1, ship 4, USA±

during September, 1974. Mounted on this ship ti,ras a C--band [5.3 cm}

radar belonging to the National Qceanographic and Atmospheric Admini-

stration {NQAA], which scanned horizontally at selected elevation angles

to provide reflectivity values corresponding to the spatial and temporal

distribution of hydrometeors. The principal characteristics of this

system and its measurements have been summarized in the GATE data

documentation by Hudlow [1975},

Reflectivity measurements using this radar were made on a continu-

ous basis thxoughout the entire GATE experiment. These values were

recorded digitally every I5 minutes but were not ava3.lable for use at

the time of this study. Instead the data base consisted of 16 mm film

containing grey scale maps of rain rate at five minute intervals. These

maps were made b}> photographing a scope ^vhich displayed day, time and

antenna tilt angle [U° to 22°} as wel! as six intensity levels delineat-

ed by isoecho contours. These contours S,rere derived fxom an analog

video integrator and processor {AViP] which was designed to atrerage-over

range and azimuth and to sense six integrated video threshold levels.

As a result, the grey scale maps shots values averaged over 2° azimuth

intervals and 1.85 km range increments across a xange of 18.5 km {1Q n.mi.]

from the ship out to 233 km (125 n.mi.). All of these values are range-

normalized to a range of 233 km.

The grey scale values on the microfilm correspond to the r^flectiv-

ity factors and rain rate threshold values shoi,in in Table 2^-1, taken

from Hudlow [1975).
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TALE 2-1

RADAR GREY SCALE THRESHHOLDS

Color	 Level	 Reflectivity Factor	 Rain Rate
'	 (dbz)	 (mm hx-^-)

Black - No Echo -

Gxey 1 Variable Variable

4dhite 2 28 1.6

Black 3 36 7.0

Grey 4 4^ 30.5

White S 52 133.3

Black 6 60 581.T

^.
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In Table 2-1, dbz corresponds to 10 log Z where Z has units of (mm 6 m-3)

and the rain rate (R) is derived using the relationship Z ^ 350 
p1, 25.

As can be seen from the above discussion, the radar data set covers

a far greater area and time period than does the microwave sensor but

provides values at a far coarser resolution in time, space and preci-

sion. This is not due to any inherent limitations in the radar system

but rather limitations in data availability at the time of this analy-

sis. However, the radar data set does permit a good evaluation of the

vertical and horizontal structure o^ precipitation and cloudiness and

permits qualitative comparison with the microwave measurements when bath

are coincident in time and space.

2,1.3 ether €]ata Sets

Since radio^retric measurements are influenced both by the precipi-

tation and the atmosphere, certain other data sets were used in conjunc-

tion faith the microwave and radar measurements. These data sets included

the standard hourly surface observations made from the ships i.n the

B-scale area and the radiosonde soundings made every six hours at the

same locations to permit an analysis of the synoptic conditions in the

experiment area. Additional information was supplied by the in situ

meteorological measurements made by the CV-990 and by the infrared

temperature measured from the aircraft by a docanlooking radiometer in

the 9.S to 11.5 ^m atmospheric window. This Iatter sensor provided

cloud top or surface temperatures every ten seconds along the flight

path at nadir.

Satellite data were employed to assess the large-scale temporal and

spatial cloud characteristics. In particular the 4 and 2 n.mi. resolu-

tion infrared and 1/2 n.mi. visible photographs taken from the Synchro-

nous 1~feteoralagical. Satellite {Si^15^ every thirty minutes were used. to
study the diurnal variability of cloudiness over the GATh area. Micro-

wave brightness temperatures made by the Nimbus-5 ESA1R system at the

time of passage over the GATE area {ti 1130 GI^iT) were also analyced to

determine the effect of spatial averaging on the inference of rain rates

from satellite.

.^..

ll

^._.
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2.2 The Analysis Approach

To investigate the relationship between microwave radiation and

pxecipitation, a search through the NASA CV-99Q aircraft ESMR data set

was made for missions with a significant amount of precipitation indicated

on the microwave maps. These missions were then compared with the

available radar data sets to identify days and regions for which coincident

measurements were available. As the result of this selection process,

two cases were chosen: {l] Z September 1974, an Intertropical Convergence

Zone (ITCZ) line study; and (2) 5 September 1974, a cloud cluster

study. Both of these days were characterized by a considerable number

of convective cells with precipitation of vaxying intensity and by

multiple measurements of the same cells over a several hour period. In

addition, detailed notes by an observer flying with the aircraft ESMR

system were available to supplement the standard cloud observations.

Comparison of the aircraft microwave measurements and the ship-

based radar measurements was made through the use of digital brightness

temperature maps supplied by NASA/GSFC and grey scale reflectivity maps

supplied by the NOAA World Data Center A. Since the two data sets were

taken by instruments which differed significantly in resolution and

position relative to the rain cells, the first phase of the analysis

concentxated an identifying the individual rain .cells and determining

the location of each cell. Microwave maps were analyzed in 25°K temperature

intervals to locate xegions of high brightness temperature indicative of

areas of precipitation. The position of each region, identified in the

data set by tame, was then determined through the use of the NASA CV-99Q

flight records and checked against the in-flight observations of precipi-

tation and cloud conditions.

The position of the same cells on the radar microfilm was determined

through the use of recorded azi,-^uth angle a:^d range markings. To verify

.these positions, the locations of the selected cells and those of sur-

rounding cells were compared with visual observations of the cloud pat-

terns near the flight path. The vertical structure oi= each cell was

also derived through the use of radar observations at iiaxying elevation

angles and checked against visual observations of cloud height and cloud

type.

l2
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Figures 3-14 and 3-15 (ta be discussed in detail in Section 3) show

one such precipitation area as mapped by the microwave radiometer and by

the radar, respectively, with the similarities and differences in the

two data sets clearly evident. First, the high resolution microwave

data (see Figure 3-14] reveals a considerable amount of cloud and cell

structure in the horizontal. which is not seen in the lower resolution

radar observations (see Figure 3-15}, Along the longitude band Pram

9°06'N to 9°27'N, a numbex of cells of varying brightness temperature

values and clearly identifiable shapes can be .located within the micro--

wave map. in the coarse radar data, however, these cells appear as one

very large cell characterized by heavy precipitation from 9°07'N to

9°25'N. Qualitatively, the location of the heavy precipitation observed

with the radar agrees well with the band of high brightness temperatures,

but the detailed spatial variability indicated by the microwave data is

missing in the radar observations.

Another aspect a£ the radar data which eliminates much of the

structure in the precipitation measurements is the large range in rain

rates represented by each grey scale. Previous microwave studies [see

Figure 1-1] have indicated that brightness temperatures increase from

180° to 230°K as rain rates increase from 1 to 7 ram hr
..l 

and that the

temperatures reach their maximum values by 20 mm hx -1 rain rate. With

two radar grey scales representing this entire range in rain rates

(1 to 7 mm hr-1 , 7 to 30 mm hr-1 ) almost aJ.l of the natural variability

in precipitation and the measured variability in microwave data is lost.

Thus, not only do the radar and microwave differ in spatial resolution,

they also differ in measurement sensitivity.

These two resolution differences, the spatial resolution and the

rain intensity resolution, were the cause of the major difficulties

encountered in quantitatively comparing the micra^ yave and radix measure-

ments and in using the radix-indicated rain rates to derive brightness

temperature anal rain rate relationships. It ivas not possible to obtain

exact rain rates aver an area because of the grey scale categories, nor

was it possible to identify. the locations of transition from one grey

scale to the next with sufficient precision to correlate microwave

measurements with the known boundary rain rates. Furthermore, study of

several ce115 indicated that the integrated rain rate given by the radar

13
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would be lower than xain rates occurring in many locations of the

resolution element.

The approach used to minimize the effects of differing resolutions

relied upon meteorological and radiometric analysis and was, of neces--

sity, somewhat subjective. Fach precipitating mass which appeared in

both the microwave and radar imagery was carefully analyzed in terms of

its width, height, precipitation structure and stage of development.

This analysis was based not only upon individual radiometric maps but

also upon the time sequences of the cells as indicated by radar and

multiple ai^^,xaft passes, and upon visual. cloud observations made during

flight.
llsing the analyzed cloud conditions as a guide, xain rate values

were estimated for areas within each grey scale category shown on the

radar imagery. For the lowest grey scale,. indicating values of less

than I.6 mm fir -1 , rain rates were estimated simply by spatially inter-

polating from the edge of .the cloud to the next grey scale category. In

the case of a cloud where only light rain was indicated by the radar,

but analysis indicated same structure, a value of 1.6 mm hr -1 was assumed

to apply to the cloud center. A similar approach was used to assign

values of 1.6, 4 or 7 mm hr^ l to the second level, 7, 10 or 20 mm hr-1

to the third level and 30 mm hr -1 to the fourth level. Fox each esti-

mated rain rate axes within a cell, three contiguous brightness tempera-

ture values were then read from each scan line. With more than a dozen

radar indicated cells available for analysis, approximately 1,000 micro-

wave data points were obtained whose values represented the variety of

microwave readings found for each radar averaged rainfall rate.

2.3 The Empirically Flerived irightness Temperature-Rain Rate

Relationship

Figure 2-2 shawl the brightness temperature means and standard

deviations derived from the above data set for the selected rainfall

rates. These show clearly expected trends in brig:tness temperature

against roan rate. The mean increases sharply with rain rate up to

7 mm hr-1 , then becomes asymptotic at higher rain rates. Significantly

large standard derivations are seen in the temperatures observed for low

rain rates, reflecting bath the physical effects of high rain rates

14
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f

imbedded in an area of average light rainfall, and the shaxp radiometric

xespanse to small rain rate changes when the rain rate is less than

10 mm hr^l.

The error bars are also correlated with the limits of the initial

grey scale categories. Examination of the standaxd deviation maximum

and minimum found for each rain rate showed that the observed brightness

temperatures generally fell within the range of mean values for the

appropriate radar echo levels. For example, the minimum value for the

7 mm hr
-1
 data set exceeded the mean for 1.6 mm hr -1 and the maximum

value was less than the mean for 3Q mm hr -l . The only exceptions to

this rule wexe the 4 mm hr -1 data set and the 10 mm hx-1 data set.

These showed a few values which, in the first case, appear too high for

the 1.6 to 7 mm hr^ l brightness temperature range and in the latter case

appear too low for the 7 to ^0 mm hr
-1
 range. Considering the various

sources. of error in the data set, such points are not surprising.

Rather it is encouraging that, in general, the variability found in the

data can be expJ.ai.ned in terms of the xain rate estimation procedure,

and that despite the variability the overall trends seem physically

xea^ist;c.
The brightness temperature-rain rate relata.onship derived fxom a

least squares fit to the data is shown in Figuxe-^-3 with the model and

the theoretical relationships given by j9ilheit et al (1975) and Fowler

et al (1976). Campaxisan of the curves shows that the empirically

derived relationship gives brightness temperatures which are slightly

higher than expected from the theoretical relationship for rain rates up

to i0 mm hr -1 ; this leads to a 2 mm hr -1 difference in indicated rain

rate values with the empirical curve predicting the lower xain rates,

Both iYilheit et al (1975) and Fowler et al (1976) have predicted an

error of that magnitude, the first group on the basis of measured values

compared with theoretical and the second on the basis of the effects rf

differing cloud structure. Since the data set used did contain measure-

ment errors, differing cloud conditions and uncertainties in the rain-

r"all rate, such agreement between theory and observation is excellent.

For rain rates of 10 to 20 mm hr -1 , the empirical curve agrees very

well with the theoretical predictions of Fowler et al (1976) even to

indicating the point of inflection 15 mm hr -1 . Beyond 20 mm hx-1 the

l6
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shape of the empirically derived curve depaxts from both the mean datz

values and the theoretical values as the limited amount of data for the

high rain rates precluded a goad least sc{uaxes fit. Reference to Fig-

ure 2--2 does show, though, that the mean measured values are higher than

those predicted by Fowldr et al [1976 and more closely approximate the

values predicted by Wilheit et al [1975).

One of the c{uestians xaised in eaxlier studies is the exact upper

Iimit of measured bxightness temperatures, that is, do measurements of

precipitation reach values of 273°K as absorption theory predicts for

rain starting at the freezing level. A survey of the data values

collected over the high rain rates showed that the majority of bright-

ness temperatures did not exceed 265°K, well within the difference from

extinction theory that would be due to system noise alone: A few higher

readings were found with values up to 270°K, but these were too rare to

invalidate the relationship shown in Figure 2-3. Tn fact, since they

are associated with cloud stxuctures significantly different from the

rain model used in theoretical calculations, the Iack of more su^bstatial

deviations tends to confirm the derived relationship.

Comparison of the GATE microwave and radar data thus confirms the

theoretica.I predications of the effect of rain on centimeter wavelength

radiation under tropical conditions. It also shows that the aircraft

data should be useful fox inferring rain rates up to 15 mm hr
-1
 with an

accuracy of approximately 2 mm hr -l . This approach was used in the next

section to study the spatial and temporal characteristics of pxecipita-

tion during GATE.
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3. PRECIPITATION IN CONVECTIVE C1^OLID MASSES - 2 SEPTEMBER 1974

tyre of the miss.tons selec^ed for an analysis, of precipi•^a^ian
characteristics was GATE Mission 245-T, a mission whose objective was to

investigate the convective activity of a cumulus line. During this

mission, the NASA CV-990 . flew a number of passes along a path perpen-

•,	 dicular tC the axis of an east-west cloud line, sampling precipitatinn

both within the cumulus band and in nearby regions. The mission was

especially interesting in that repetitive measurements were made of the

growth and activity of a cJ.oud mass north of the Claud line, This cloud

mass was characterized by very intense rainfall of considerable duration

and contrasted sharply with the shorter, less intense cells located in

the cloud line. In fact, the cloud line selected fox study disintegrated

early in the .experiment to become an area of variable canvective activity.

Very early in the study of this ca:~e, it became apparent ^^hat the

high resolution data collected by the ESMR system revealed a great deal

of informs-tion not only about the rainfall rates, but also about the

horizontal structure and organization of precipitating cells.. Of par-

titular interest was the information provided about the behavior of

individual cells within larger storm systems. Over the years, the most

•	 intense canvective cells and precipitation have often been observed to

be associated with cumulonimbi which have merged to farm a massive

camulonimbus or have organized in cloud masses, or cloud lines (see, far

example, Simpson et al, 1971, or Woodley and Siml;son, 1972). In the

larger cloud masses, the individual clouds have frequently been observed

to retain their identities and even to enhance each other's growth.

Because of resolution limitations in most of the existing data, Ytowever,

it has , been difficult to study the Effects of Claud merger or the

behavior and organization of systems farmed by multiple clouds.

The microwave measurements made on 2 September 1974 provided con-

siderable detail on the cellular structure of precipitation in c'Loud

masses and cloud lines. Two cases .will be discussed here, one in which

a t«in--celled cloud mass was observed during a two hour period, and the

other in which three cloud masses merged into one large entity. The

first provides observations of the behk.-ior of ttivo large cumulus congestus

and the canvective area located between them; the second shows the

changes occurring when-well-developed cloud systems intersect to form.

one massive cloud region.
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3.1 The General Synoptic Situation

The con,Eactive activity found on 2 September 1974 was associated

with a weak circulation pattern located between 5° and IO°N and 20° to

25°{Y. Figure 3-1 shows the suxface analysis at 1200 GMT, the start time

of the GATE mission. This indicates a very weak trough stxetching from

7°I^, 25°W to 9°N, 20°{V, then curving northeastward. The trough is evi-

dent also in the 1800 GMT chart (Figure 3--2). The inflow area for the

convective activity was located near the 850 mb level at 1200 GMT with 	 ,...

weak circulation suggested east of 25° and convergence evident west of

30°jV {Figure 3-3). Although the circulation is not pronounced at noon,

it is indicated by the col point (area of no wind) at 5°N, 24°W

{Fig::re 3-3). The circulation has become quite evident by 1800 GMT

(Figure 3-4).

Figures 3-5 and 3-b, the SM5 visible images {l/2 n.mi. resolution)

for 1200 and 1400 GMT, respectively, show the cloudiness associated with

this circulation, and a growing cloud mass to the east. Avery well-

defined cloud line is found in the 1200 GMT imagery (point C) crossed by

the flight path {line A) near .its western end. By 1400 GMT, this cloud

line has disappeared to be replaced by a region of disorganized cumulus

activity and significantly increased cirrifarm cloudiness. At the

narthexn end of the flight lines, though, cloud masses axe evident in

both images (points D and C, respectively) indicating a favored area for

organized convective activity.

Radar data taken from the OCEANGGRAPHER {located at point B in

Figures 3--5 and 3-6) dui°ing the period of the experiment provides an

excellent history of the areal precipitation, and is summarized in

Figure 3-7 showing the images sensed for the flight txack area every

fifteen minutes from 1200 GMT to 1530 GMT. In these images the white

cells correspond to grey scale one [0 to 1.6 mm hr -I), the black to grey

scale two (1.6 to 7 mm hr -l ), and the cahite enclosed by black to grey

scale three (7 to 30.5 mm hr -l). The boxes shown on these. images corxe-

spond to the approximate area and time on the microwave measurements.

The latitude is given in degrees North while the ship's position is

marked by a triangle. Comparison of the 1200 GMT radar image to the

1200 GNTT satellite image shows that the cumulus line east of the flight

track appeared as an elongated rain band and that light rain cells were
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found in the western end of the line. Another rain area is also seen

further south corresponding to the eastern tap of the wide cloud band

oriented northwest-southeast west of the experiment path (point E,

Figure 3-5). Ho rain whatsoever appears in the cloud mass located north

of the east-west cumulus line.

Following the time sequence of the radar images, it becomes evident

that the situation changes rapidly. The east-west cumulus line intensi-

fies slightly, then breaks up to become a region of scattered clouds and

cloud masses by 1300 Gi Y1T. A number of precipitating areas appear in the 	 w"'

southwest corner of the images, indicating increased activity in the

northeast-southwest cloud band and a spreading of that band towards the

western terminus of the east-west line. Rain also appears at •she north-

ern end of the flight path with a large area of precipitation visible at

1320 GhtT.

Sy the time of the satellite image at 1400 GMT, the clustered rain

pattern had reformed into two precipitation zones. One located at the

northern end of the flight path corresponds to the cloud mass visible to

the west of the path (rigure 3-6, point C). The other at the southern

end of the flight line appears to be part of a new cumulus lane partially

covered by the cirrus canopy spreading from the east (Figure 3--5 point D).

Little activity is seen between these two zones with the west portion of

the initial area of convective cloudiness now almost cloud-free. This

pattern continued for the remainder of the mission with decay of all

activity along the path finally settling in axound 1500 GMT.

3.2 Microwave Measurements of a Twin-Celled (:loud Mass

Microwave measurements along the flight path were made during a

series of ten passes summarized in Table 3-1. The flight paths were

generally north-south or vice versa at about 20--minute intervals, and

useful data were collected for about IO km on each side of the flight

path. Each pass generated a series of horizontal scans with data points

separated by approximately 500 m along the flight path. in the horizontal,

the width of the footpxint increased from about 400 m at nadir to about

].100m at the maximum scan angle of 49°, necessitating rectification of

the brightness temperature maps before cell analysis could be performed.

This was accomplished by replotting the data at locations corresponding

30



Rein

Time

Start	 Stop Heading

Start Stop Alt

Lat Lang Lat Long Start Stop
(deg) N W N W (feet {feet

HH	 MM 55	 HH ^ Sg
sleg min deg min deg min deg min meters) meters]

1 12	 11	 46 12	 23	 50 179 9 40.7 22 50.0 $ 06.9 22 49.9 30886,2 30999.7
9414.1 9448.7

2 12	 29	 22 12	 37	 54 360 8 30.6 22 50.0 9 40.5 22 50.3 34985.4 30915.5
9444.3 9423.0

3 12	 47	 05 12	 56	 09 180 9 41.0 22 49.5 8	 31.9 22 49.7 36713.2 36886.5
11190.2 11243.0

4 13	 06	 40 13	 15	 12 2 8 33.9 22 50.2 9.41.1 22 50.2 36948,2 36646.1
12261.8 11169.7

5 13	 21	 03 13	 35	 06 179 9 43.1 22 50.2 8 10.0 22 49.5 24980,1 24878.2
7613.9 7582,9

5 13	 40	 27 13	 55	 42 360 8 13.4 22 49.7 9 53.4 22 49.8 24887.3 24869.9
7585.6 7580.3

7 14	 06	 55 14	 23	 00 1$0 10 07,9 22 49.9 $ 04,9 22 49.8 30795.2 30881.3
9386.3 9412.6

8 14	 29	 ZO 14	 43	 15 360 8 05.6 22 50.2 9 56.3 22 49.8 30871.2 30904,5
9409.5 9419.7

9 14	 S2	 05 15	 05	 08 177 9 55.4 22 50.2 8 12.1 22 49.9 36885.9 36803.2
11242.8 11217.6

10 15	 11	 20 15	 24	 22 1 8 12.2 22 50.2 9 57.3 22 49.3 36848.2 36864.6
11231.3 11236.3

.-^,----

pA
2

z

-.^.,.__

m

TABLE 3--1

NASA CV-990 MCASUREMENT RUNS

MISSION 245-1, 2 SEPTEMBER 1974
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to the center of each scan paint cross track and the aircraft's position

dawntrack. Despite same remaining distortion, this procedure generated

reliable precipitation maps in good agreement with the radar images.

Contouring of the data used the brightness temperature levels showr^'i^

Table 3-2 to provide rain rate increments of 3 to 4 mm hr -1 . As indi-

cated in Section 2, these rain rates should not be interpreted as abso-

lute values but rather numbers accurate to approximately 2 mm hr-^".

Figures 3-8, 3-9 and 3-10 show the precipitation structure of the

cloud mass first visible an the radar at 1230 GMT (see Figure 3-7).

These radiometric maps were taken at 1237, 1247, and 1322 GhRT, respec-

tively, and cover the period from the onset of rain through the mature

stage. Since the rain band was near the north end of the flight path,

data intervals on the rain varied from l0 to 30 minutes. Subsequent

maps showed the dissolution of this system but are of little interest

except in identifying that the length of the mature cloud stage was two

hours.

The primary feature o£ this cloud mass is the twin-celled pattern

characteristic of the three figures. These cells represent two separate

cumulus congestus rich developed in unison, became cumulonimbi together

and eventually disappeared into a broad, diffuse area of light rain, To

the radar, they appeared as one very large storm with no cellular struc-

ture G_-cernible, an appearance probably due to the fact that they acted

in tandem and formed one continuous rain pattern.

tVhen this region was first observed at 1212 GMT, it was character-

ized solely by small nonprecipitati.ng cumulus and altocumulus with a

cirra-stratus layer far above. From these clouds, in the pexiod of only

twenty-five minutes, emerged the two large cumulus congestus seen pre-

cipitating in Figure 3-$. In an early mature stage, these clouds were

not glaciated and their rain rate patterns. appeared quite uni^arm and

sharply de£.:,ed. Bath cells were considerably elongated, .with cares of

10 mm hr^ l rainfall approximately 4 km long and I km wide and overall

rain patterns covering regions of 9 km by 4 km. The clouds were sa

close that no clear area could be observed between them; in fact, there

were indications that new development was being spa^+med between them.

During the next ten minutes, .the taps of the clouds were observed

to be glaciating, a process possibly encouraged by seeding from the

cirrostratus layer above. Remarkable intensification has occurred in
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'FABLE 3--2

;^
	 h1ICROWAVE GREY SCALE CATEGORIES

Minimum Brightness	 Afinimum Rain Rate
Level	 Temperature	 (from Wilheit et ai, 1975)

1 !^	 175°K 0.8 mm hr-1

2 200°K 3 mm hr_1

3 225°K 7 mm hr_1

4 240°K 10 mm hr-1

5 250°K i4 mm hr_1

6 260°K ?0 ^^m hz'_1
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the size and intensity of the rainfall area (see Figure 3-9), while the

radar data showed ice particles up to altitudes of 8 km and rain from

4.5 km, just below the melting level. On the ESMR maps, the two cells

showed rain rates greater than l4 mm hr
-1
 over areas 6 km Iong by 4 km

wide with packets of even higher readings (e.g., 20 mm hr -l ) and uneven

contours characteristic of mature cumulonimbi. This core intensifica-

tion was ^.isa reflected in the growth of the entire rain area ro cover a

region mare than 20 krn long and 7 km wide.

Of particular interest is the appearance of two very intense

cumulus congestus clouds between the two large cumulonimbi. These cells

have emerged from the western poxtion of the eastern cell to go fxom

rain rates less than 7 mm hr -1 to values greater than 14 mm hx
-1
 in the

10--minute time span. Such growth reflects the consider21.le convective

activity which would be expected in the zone between two well-developed

convective clouds due to the interaction of the wind fields. In fact,

early thunderstorm xeseaxch (Byers and Graham, 1949) defined this zone

as the most likely region for the development of new cells. Goth of the
^s

new cells have caused same defoxmation of the original rain patterns,

indicating that they themselves have developed well-defined flow fields.

Such deformation also occurs an the northeast flank of the western cell,

hinting of anew cell there.

The subsequent aircraft pass over the area was on a track slightly

west so it showed merely that the western cell still had rain rates ex-

ceeding 14 mm hr rl and was continui*^g its southward movement. The cloud

mass was reencountered, however, fluxing the following pass at a time

thirty-five minutes later than that of +he measurements discussed above.

Figure 3-10, taken at this time, shows that the original cells are still

clearly discernible, with rain rates in the cores still of great inten-

sity, but that several changes have occurred. For one, the western cell

is now significantly decreased in size and is positioned slightly to the

south of the eastern cell. This may be partially due to the effects of

a small cell an the northeast flank but is probably also a result of its

smaller relative size. In eithex case, it marks the loss of a con-

sistent flaw field throughout the cloud mass and the beginning of its

dissolution. Reference to the radar images reveals that the syste:r is
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now coming under the influence of a larger cloud mass to the west,

making it probable that the changes seen here axe due to the cloud mass

interactions.

In Contrast to the western cell, the eastern cell has continued

unabated in size or intensity, although its internal structure has

changed slightly. Botts the small central intense cell and the tiny weak

cell which appeared in Figure 3-9 are still visible but the larger

cumulus corgestus cannot be found, nor can the original cumulonimbus

core be readily identified. High-resolution radar studies (e.g., Barge 	 '"^'

and Bergwail, 1975} have shown that precipitation zones on the order of

1 km in diameter frequently have lifetimes in the tens of minutes and

that such cells develop and dissipate in the same portion of a larger

storm system. This is evident here in the convective zone occurring

along the boundary of the two large cumulonimbi.

Later passes over this area showed that the clouds steadily dissi-

pated from this time an. The entire system ceased to move south, and

began to move west to meet the larger cloud mass. It also proceeded to

disappear into abroad area of light rain with almost na identifiable

structure, behaviox that would be expected of decaying storms with

strong downdrafts. The final traces of precipitation disappeared

approximately two hours after they were first detected and it seems
t	 ^

likely that the storms did nQt survive to merge with the other cloud 	 j

mass.

Several xeatuxes of this cloud ^^ass are quite interesting. For

one, there is no evidence of cell merger between the two cumulonimbus

clouds; in fact, their final separation verifies that they have r^stained

their individual identities thxoughout all phases of development, maturity,

and ^`issipation. In fact, the behavior of the system is quite similar

to that observed in midlatitude storm lines [see, for example, ti+Iarner, 1975}

characterized by large intense precipitating cells with diameters on the

order of i0 km and lifetimes on the order of 100 minutes, and by smaller

sYtorter-lived cells between the main cells. The large-scale flow field

and system movement also xefiects that observed in squall lines and

indicates that this tropical cloud mass has similar properties to that

of organized convective activity often found in higher latitudes.
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Another feature of interest is the parallel life cycles of the tear

cumulonimbi. In most cases of rnulticloud systems, one cell develops,

then another, and so forth, with differing start and end times for the

individual clouds. In fact, the prior existence and dissipation of some

clouds appears to favor the subsequent development of other clouds. This

ti,ras not apparent here, since both visual and microwave observations

showed tandem behavior with the two cells either independently thriving

on the same convective conditions or, more probably, interacting to the
.^.

mutual benefit of both. The slightly earlier dissipation of the western

cell when influenced by another cloud mass also suggests that the uniform flow

field around the twin cells avas to their advantage and that cloud inter-

action at later stages of development might be detrimental. This point

swill be explored further below.

3,.i Microwave Measurements of Cloud Mass Mergers

One frequently observed phenomenon during GATE was the tendency of

diffexer^t clouds to move in different directions in the same region.

This was partly due to the variety of altitudes from which the cells

developed and to the variety of cloud sizes, but it applied as much to

organized clouds as to isolated clouds. Occasionally lines of clouds

even crossed one other and continued on unchanged (Geotis, 1975], but

mare often clouds merged to form larger masses or to dissipate. Such an

event occurred during Mission 245 - I to form the three--pronged cloud mass

seen in the radar imagery of 1515 GMT {Figure 3-7].

Observations of the region just south of the twin-celled cloud mass

showed a series of large, connected cells building to the west as the

alder clouds to the north glaciated. These clouds have been mentioned

above as the western cloud mass whose development coincided with the

decay of the Lavin-celled system. After the disappearance of the twin-

cells, the tip of this cloud mass moved east under the flight line and

remained there for the duration of the experiment. Eventually, another

large cloud moved in from the northeast to join the western mass. Its

arrival alas soon followed by that of a long cloud line coming from the

southeast. Since these mergers all occurred under the flight path, it

avas.possible to obtain information about the effects of cloud mass

convergence.
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Figures 3-11 through 3-14 show the microwave precipitation patterns

found along the flight .path in the region between 9°08'N and 9°25^N at

times of 1422, 1439, 1456 and 1520 Ghf'I', respectively. The tip of the

western cloud mass is seen between latitudes of 9°18`N and 9°25`N in all

four figures, where it covers the western portion of the swath. G9hen

initially sampled [Figure 3-11), a small cell was seen at its leading

edge followed by a much larger, well-developed cloud mass and preceded

by an isolated area of very weak rain.

The precipitation pattern and horizontal structure of this cloud 	 '^"

mass changed with time in contrast to the twin-celled cloud mass

described previously. At 1422 GHiT the cloud was developing and was

characterized by a main rain core of rain rates between l4 and 14 mm hr-l.

However, this core was highly irregular in shape, indicating th<<t the

mass was composed of several convective elements rather than identifi-

able large clouds. This indication was confirmed by examination of the

data taken 17 minutes later and shown in Figure 3-12; in this figure an

entirely different structure is evident and is dominated by two large

rain cores and several small cells. The system as a whole had greatly

intensified in rain rate (now greater than 20 mm hr -1}, in width, and in

vertical extent {precipitation to 3.5 km, ice to 10 km} and was associ-

ated with noticeable aircraft turbulence at an altitude of 9.7 km.

Such development, in conjunction with the varying precipitation

patterns and the Iack of system motion, identifies a region of cells

undergoing continual growth and dissipation with newer cells possibly

feeding upon the moisture fields left by the old. In fact, it is

difficult to determine whether this iS one multicelled storm or a group

of identifiable cloud systems.

Twenty minutes later, observations again showed different pre-

cipitation patterns but the convective activity characteristic of a

mature cloud was still present {Figure 3-13, note scales reduced). Rain

rate intensity still exceeded I4 mm hr
-1 

far most of the region and

radar indicated that the rain extended between the melting level of 5 km

and the surface. Both visual and radar observations showed that the

mass had glaciated with the cirrus layer extending to the aircraft

altitude of 11.7 km. This mass now appeared as a single massive, mature

cumulonimbus.
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In contrast to the maturity and gradual decay of this cloud mass,

the rest of the region showed remarkable development after 1439. A

large cumulus congestus had appeared northeast of the cloud mass with

rain rates exceeding 20 mm hr -1 and a rain area which overlapped that of

the cumulonimbus. Along, curved line of small rain cells also had

developed southeast of the mass with rain rates frequently exceeding

10 mm hr-1 . This band was separated from the cloud mass by 1 km and

visual observations showed it to be growing rapidly.

iteferenee to the radar imagery of Figure 3--7 shows that shor-cly 	 .^..

after this pass the northeast cumulus congestus joined the cloud mass.

Sy 1510 GMT, a fairly solid line had also formed. The result of these

mergers was the massive, multicellulax rain pattern seen in Figure 3-14.

This rain pattern differs substantially from those previously seen, in

that clearly defined cell structure has been replaced by long, inter-

connected rain bands of variable width and spacing. The northeast

cloud, which merged earlier, has undergone extensive dissipation and the

merged zone has developed a completely new precipitation structure

characteristic of neither the cumulus cangestus nor the cloud mass. Such

changes are also evident at the newer boundary formed by the cloud line

and cloud mass. There, same of the original cell structure is still 	 ^

evident, though distorted, but a region of very high rain rates has

developed. The southern end of the cloud line has also intensified,

	

-	 causing severe turbulence at 11.7 km. In the radar imagery [Figure 3-15),

the entire region [9°0$'N to 9°27't3) shows surface xain rates of 7 to

30 mm hr-1 and precipitation to altitudes of 8 km, well above the

melting level, confirming the microwave- and aircraft-deduced conditions

of strong vertical velocities.

The implications of this precipitation pattern are several.

Although the time difference between passes was too great to allow study

of individual cell histoxies, it is clear that the clouds did merge and

lose their identities. Although the individual cells could not be

followed with certainty Pram succeeding maps, it seems that the mexger

caused the disappearance or destruction of old cells and favored the

development of new convective activity at the boundaries of the merged

	

-	 clouds. This new convective activity was extremely intense and occurred

generally along a thin line rather than i.n identifiable cells; it was
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hotti^ever, very shay ::-lived. Only small areas of precipitation were

evident fifteen minutes later in the radar images (Figure 3-7 1534 Gi^fT}.

Radar imagery given by iVoodley and Simpson [1972) showed the same marked

change in precipitation patterns when clouds merged, but their data

showed high rain rates for long time periods. However, since their

measurements were at a much lower spatial resolution, it is not clear

that their observations represented the same type of cloud merger seen

here. indeed, on the basis of the two ca g es analyzed in this section,

it may he that the maximum precipitation amounts occur from cloud masses
	 .^..

which are formed from individual clouds with similar life cycles but

uniciue identities, and that the merger of well-developed cells leads not

to steady-state systems but rather to explosive growth and decay.
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4. THE EFFECTS OF PRECTPTTATION ON SATELLITE

MICROti4AVE MEASUREMENTS

The discussions of the two previous sections have concentrated upon

the inference of rain rates from aircraft microwave data. However, they

have clearly identified many features of importance to the inference of

rain rates from satellite microwave data. The aircraft measurements

have shown that the theoretically derived microwave-rain rate relation- 	 ^,,,,

ships are valid to tirithin 2 mm hr
-1
 and that radiometric data obtained

at heights of 7 to 12 km can be inverted to provide reasonable estimates 	 ,

of surface rainfall rates. The derived relationships should be applicable

to satellite measurements, provided that the precipitation covers large

areas, since the radiometric values were collected above the precipitation

layers and little difference in brightness temperature would be expected 	
3

from atmospheric contributions between aircraft and satellite altitudes. 	 !

Analysis of precipitation cases measured with the aircraft ESMR,

however, has pointed out a feature which tirould cause significant dif-

ferences between aircraft and satellite measurements -- the spatial

resolution. Far the Nimbus 5 ESMR, the optimum resolution is 2S km by

25 lan, an area exceeding that of most of the cloud masses discussed

above. In addition, the cloud masses sampled showed sulastantial rain

rate changes within a few kilometers ar less, with the most intense rain

rates generally occupying only a small portion of the entire system.

Since these high rain rate areas are significantly smaller than a satel-

lite scan spot, it is unlikely that very high {> 240°K) brightness

temperatures and corresponding high rain rates will be sensed from space.

This, then, leads to a questior. of the applicability of the relationship

derived in 5ectian 2 to the determination of rainfall from satellite

data.

To investigate this .problem, Nimbus 5 ESh4R collected over the GATE

area on ? September 1974 was analyzed and compared with the radar data

from the OCEANOGRAPHER. Figures 4-1 and 4-2 show the micxotrave and

radar data sets collected near Ja00 GNT in the region between 7° and

10°N and 20° to 2S°i4. In this case, the satellite - data was left unrec-

tified with the radar data replotted to be at the same scale. Thus, the

east-west dimension is squeezed compared to the north-south dimension.

^^^.C^EF'1^'G P^^^ BLAIVI^ ^^^ F'^,N	
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The line indicated by the X's an Figure 4-2 marks the flight path,

tti^ith the cloud mass at the northern tip being the twin-celled system.

Aiost of the rain areas seen here belong to the main cloud system indi-

sated in Figures 3-S and 3-b by the large cirrus shield east of the

flight path. This system is characterized by an elongated rain band 50

to 75 km wide and at least 17S km long, although rain is not continuous

throughout the region (Figure 4--2}, In fact, the first grey level shown

in the xadax imagery is indicative of light scattered rain of an intensity

which often cannot be seen on the scale used here.

It is readily apparent that the high brightness temperatures seen

in the aircraft data do not occur in the data observed by satellite

(Figure 4-1). The maximum values seen are 21S'K, corresponding to rain

rates near 3 mm hr -1 (see Figure ^-1). In fact, all of the brightness

temperatures indicate rain rates on the low end of those shown by the

radar (Figure 4-2), while the aircraft microwave measurements indicated

rain rates significantly higher than those sho^,rn by radar. The low

satellite readings correspond to the low resolution factors, since the

radar imagery reveals that few gre}^ scale values extend a full 25 km

along the orbital track (although many are 25 km wide). This is especially

true far the higher reflectivity levels (e.g., the zone near 7.5°1S,

' a °1^'j which have the smallest areal extent.

If ane spatially averages the radar data to obtain a rain rate

corresponding to the satellite footprint, one finds good agreement

between the two data sets and the derived microwave rain xate relation--

ship. The higher brightness temperatures (> 210°K} occur in regions

when xain rates from 1.8 to 7 mm hr -1 are sho^,m for areas at least

X50 km". B rrightness temp^sratures from 20S to 210°K are found in sur-

rounding areas where rain rates from 2.0 to 7 mm hr - ^' are indicated,

with values greater than 1.8 mm hr -1 dominating. Finally, brightness

temperatures from li5°K t^ 200°K represent locales characterized by

extensive light or variable rain. In all cases, the satellite measure-

ments can be inferred to give areal rain rates within the spatially

averaged grey scale levels. In fact, the values agree within a few

mm hr-I ; this is excellent agreement considering the poor resolution

of the radar grey scale categories {see Section 2}.
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As a check on the findings indicated above, approximate areal-

weighted brightness temperature was computed for the twin-celled cloud

mass shown in 'figure 3 -9. Assuming that the system was located com-

pletely within the field of view, that no rain occurred in the surround-

ing area, and that the midpoint of each analyzed range would be used, a

brightness temperature neax 170°K was derived. This is in reasonable

agreement with the satellite measurement of 177°K, although neither

value would permit the deduction of the ^^ltense precipitation cores

found in the cloud mass. Rather, the data indicates a broad area of

very light diffuse rain, more stratiform than convective in character.

The effects of the large axeal averaging inherent in satellite

radiometric measurements do much to explain the contradictory findings

of Sabatini et al {1975) and tiVilheit et al [1975}. Tf attempts are

made to correlate satellite measurements with rain rate ground truth

without the spatial averaging needed. for a footprint, the derived

microwave-rain rate relationships will show much lower brightness temp-

eratures for each rain rate than those derived from theory. Likewise,

spatially averaged rain rates will generally run considerably lowex than

point source measurements, leading to a bias in the brightness tempera-

ture measurements towards lower values. The result of these Pffects led

Sabatini et al (1975} to derive an empirical microwave rain rate relation-

ship with maximum values of 22u"K. Both satellite mea_^urements made

during GATE of cycloni^^ systems [not sha<<m) and previous measurements

made of hurricanes (Allison et al, 1974} sho^c that the limit on 220°K

is exceeded when heavy rainfall occurs over a large area; furthermore,

the aircraft measurements described in the study demonstrate that the

theoretical limits of 26Q to 270°K are quite valid. Tn fact, analysis of

the spatially averaged rain rates seen here shows that satellite data

arc quite useful for inferring areal rain xates with the relationships

presented in Section 2.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECGI^'1h4EI^DATI0N5

In this study, microwave data collected during the GATE experiment

from NASA CV-990 aircraft and the Nimbus S satellite have been analyzed

to determine the effects of rain on microwave measurements and the

usefulness of microwave data in studying rain. It was found that the

relationship between brightness temperature and rain rate, derived from

aircraft data and radar measurements, showed good agreement with the

theoretically derived relationships for tropical conditions, and that 	 "'"'

the inference of rain rates from aircraft radiometric data should be

possihle with an accuracy of ^ mm hr -l . It was also found that this

relationship applied to satellite ;,_easurements if one takes into account

the effect of averaging rain rate over very large areas; little informa-

tion about rain rates from small areas in cells can be determined from

space.

Analysis of two cloud masses, sampled during the GATE experiment

~pith the aircraft ESh1R, showed considerable cloud structure; individual

clouds whose diameters ranged from 1 km to several kilometers and whose

lifetimes Caere proportional to the diameters were clearly identified.

In the two cases studied, it appeared that the simultaneous development

of adjoining clouds produced the more favorable conditions for high rain

rates of long duration. On the other hand, the merger of well-developed

clouds led first to very intense convective activity and then to rapid

dissipation of alI precipitation. In neither case was cell merger found

to he associated with heav} • rainfall of extensive temporal and spatial

extent. Nosaever, these two cases represent only a limited sample of the

available data.

It is recommended that the findings of this program he examined in

greater detail. Since the microwave rain rate relationship had to he

based upon crude grey-scale radar measurements due to data set avail-

ability, certain assumptions of unknown validity were necessary. These

could be eliminated, and the relatinnship more accurately defined, if

the digital radax data now avai^able were used to provide more precise

rain rate values. This is particularly desirable to determine the point

of inflection in the brightness temperature-rain rate curve and to

permit a bettex understanding of the effects of the vertical rain

structure on the expected brightness temperature.
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Of even greater interest is the further investigation of the

structure of tropical Claud masses. Several other cases were sampled

using the aircraft ESMR which could not be studied here. It is recommended

that these be analyzed to determine if their structure acid call inter-

action confirms the preliminary conclusions drawn here, or if other

factors seem to be dominant. The aircraft ESM4t provides unique spatial

resolution for studying precipitation patterns, and used in conjunction

with other measuring devices such as radar and vertical accelerometers

on lower--flying aircraft, shows great promise in furthering the understanding 	 ,^,,.

of cumulus dynamics. 'Phis is especially true in the study of cloud

merger, cloud interaction and the behavior of multicelled systems,

studies of importance not only to the modeling of energy exchange but

also to the systematic apl.^^cation of cloud seeding.
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